
South Bay Cities Council of Governments 
 
 
February 8, 2016 
 
TO:   SBCCOG Steering Committee  
 
FROM:  Jacki Bacharach, SBCCOG Executive Director 
 
SUBJECT:  Urban Trans Smart Mobility Marketing Contract  
 
Adherence to Strategic Plan: 
Goal A: Environment, Transportation, and Economic Development. Facilitate, implement, and/or 
educate members and others about environmental, transportation, and economic development 
programs that benefit the South Bay.  
 
SUMMARY OF REQUEST 
The marketing and implementation of the South Bay Cities’ Smart Mobility Tool (SMT) will 
require unique expertise in both the use of the RideAmigos’ Unity Software system as well as 
experience developing and operating event ride-sharing programs. South Bay Cities Council of 
Governments (SBCCOG) staff is recommending a contract with Urban Trans to implement the 
marketing SMT. 
 
BACKGROUND 
The SMT pilot program is funded through a $250,000 two year grant from the LA Metro. The 
project will focus on developing and testing the integrated SMT for ride share and trip planning 
within the South Bay.  Specifically, it will be used to test the viability of trip planning, ride 
sharing, and other mobility options to and from events as well as other trips within the South Bay 
area.  Examples to be tested include: musical concerts, sporting events, and on-going local 
gatherings.  Additionally, the SMT will be demonstrated as the “Transportation Module” for the 
South Bay Cities Council of Governments’ Green Building Challenge – integrating and 
demonstrating how transportation, like energy efficiency, is an ongoing and important aspect to 
behavioral environmental change within businesses.  
 
Supporting Ride Amigos software, Urban Trans will assist the SBCCOG with: 
 

1. Developing a Marketing and Outreach Plan which includes local stakeholders such as 
special event centers, employers, real-estate, economic development agencies, etc. This 
work will be covered in phase 1 of the scope of work.  

2. Assistance with maintaining and checking software system data for the on-line platform. 
3. Event management leveraging on regional and state marketing campaigns. 
4. Designing and producing marketing materials. 
5. Drafting lessons learned which includes programs analytics and potential transition plan. 

 
SMART MOBILITY VENDOR SELECTION 
 
An Internet search as well as a survey of professional contacts in the field of Transportation 
Demand Management was conducted to identify companies with advanced knowledge and 
experience to provide marketing, implementation, and operating services using the Ride Amigos’ 



Unity Software.  Special focus was given to finding firms who could provide these services 
across a variety of settings including regional and sub-regional geographic areas and across 
multiple jurisdictions and/or political entities.  One marketing and implementation firm (Urban 
Trans) was identified as having these qualities and experience to provide this service. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Approve contract with Urban Trans for marketing services and outreach for 15 months starting 
March 1, 2016 to May 31, 2017 in an amount not to exceed $51,500 pending negotiation of 
contract provisions and legal review.  Notice to proceed will only be issued for Phase 1 and 
brand development ($9,000) pending approval of Metro for additional authorized budget.	
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P R O J E C T U N D E R S T A N D I N G 
	

Transportation demand management (TDM) is about to experience a major industry-wide renaissance.  The pace at 

which technology is changing the transportation experience is nearly immeasurable. Advancements are making it 
easier and more affordable to use alternate modes of transportation to complete all types of trips previously 

conducted via the automobile. South Bay Cities COG has recently procured an innovative transportation platform in 
Rideamigos. A platform that facilitates multi-modal trip planning, reporting, incentive-management, and surveying. A 

tool with value and application for South Bay: 
	

•  Employers and their commuters 

•  Venues and their ticket holders 

•  Governments and their residents 

•  Visitors and their destinations 
	

Subsequently, long-term scientific studies have revealed three major “change moments” in a person’s life which 

drastically increase the ability to change transportation behavior. Those change moments were change in residence, 
employment, and education. Combining technology with change moments allows the South Bay Cities COG to 

launch their TDM program with a focus on efficiency and effectiveness for real sustainable behavior change. 
	

Finally, South Bay Cities COG can leverage special events for TDM to introduce attendees to their transportation 
options for all trip types beyond the special event (utilitarian, commute, recreation). This is explained through 

neuroscience which studies the role of the human brain on decision making. Primarily, special events are a type of 
trip which is more open to alternate modes of transportation by current drivers. Neuroscience reveals that the 

stress from a typical workday morning (getting kids ready and to school, workday related anxiety, and exhaustion) 
prevent our brains from making flexible, rational decisions. It’s why the average American commuter works until 

April14th to pay for their daily commute. Simply put, their brain is not allowing them to make a rational decision 
beyond their instinct to drive in their car alone to work. Alternatively, a special event such as a football game or 

concert or farmers market-- is a much lower stress inducing trip. Among many reasons, the attendee typically has 
more time to get to the venue and are already planning to attend this trip with someone they know well. This 

opportunity allows South Bay to provide TDM behaviors for special events which can then cascade into future 
alternative trips such as the commute or errands. 

	
It’s through technology, change moments, and special events that South Bay Cities COG 

can develop one of North Americas most innovative and successful TDM programs. By 
leading via example, these strategies can be better harnessed by existing regional 

stakeholders in the future for longevity across the South Bay and SoCal. 
	

A key element to creating this successful TDM program is not only understanding the required 

outcomes and the opportunities that South Bay offers, but also understanding how to build a 
strong organizational framework while growing program buy-in and participation. This must be accomplished 

through the creation and delivery of innovative services for target audiences, generating creative messages for 
awareness, and understanding how to create measurable behavior change for travel choice. We would like to 

introduce you to our team who can help you do just that. 
	

In the following sections, we provide a high-level scope of services, detail our TDM program development and 

management qualifications, and finally provide a draft budget and timeline for consideration. 
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S T A T E M E N T O F Q U A L I F I C A T I O N S 
	
	

 
	

For our firm, the South Bay TDM program is not an off the shelf product but rather one that entails our careful 

consideration, attention and resources.  UrbanTrans North America (UrbanTrans) is a woman-owned transportation 
demand management implementation, planning and social marketing firm. Since 2000, UrbanTrans has specialized 

in innovative transportation solutions, with a focus on multi-modal transportation planning, demand management 
programs, social marketing, metrics-based policies, stakeholder outreach and strategic planning. Additionally, 

UrbanTrans is currently developing and/or delivering ten TDM programs across North America. Our South Bay TDM 
program team has direct experience delivering similar programs in SoCal, Atlanta, Denver, Houston, Washington DC, 

Northern Virginia, San Francisco, Seattle, Tallahassee, Melbourne (AUS), Auckland (NZ), Halifax and the Greater 
Toronto region. Currently, UrbanTrans manages ten TDM programs throughout the United States and Canada. Our 

company has a dedicated department of specialists for TDM program development and program delivery. This 
group of experienced delivery agents work collaboratively and allow our team to share best practices, contexts, and 

on the ground experience. While our project director will be on the ground in South Bay—behind him is a much 
larger staff of TDM Program Specialists collaborating for innovation each and every day. The UrbanTrans local office 

that will be servicing this project is very familiar with the South Bay. Our local office calls El Segundo home and our 
project manager calls Redondo Beach home. 

	
Our audience-focused strategies and solutions are designed to create sustainable travel behavior that improves our 
environment and communities. This combination of experience and dedication of senior level staff resources to this 

project will be what makes the difference. It is also worth noting that we are a certified Disadvantage Business 
Enterprise (DBE) in the state of California with project staff certified in the AQMD ECRP program as well as AICP. To 

appropriately deliver this pilot project, the South Bay TDM program requires a complex combination of skill sets, 
experience and passion. Our team understands the variables involved in developing and delivering a TDM program 

in such a high-stakes environment as SoCal. We know we need to be able to show success while learning from each 
and every innovative approach.  And this is how we can help: 

	
•  We are TDM veterans in the process to create a program of this nature including its organizational 

framework, membership, work plans, timelines, and strategic partners. In fact, we have conducted over 15 
TDM program feasibility studies across North America since 2000 and we just recently updated Atlanta’s 
TMA feasibility criteria. 

	
•  We are walking best-practices and lessons-learned because for over 15 years our team has worked directly 

with TDM behavior change, planning and policy, marketing, organizational development, and member- 
engagement strategies used by organizations around the globe. Our team comes to the table with a broad 
perspective of the most innovative strategies and solutions for the South Bay. Couple that with unrivaled 
local knowledge and expertise. 

	
•  We know what makes people actually change travel behavior. From Prochaska to Cialdini to McKenzie-Mohr 

to the Heath brothers--- we not only know behavioral marketing, neuro-economics and behavior change 
models; we have spent the last decade designing and delivering these strategies for our TDM clients. 
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•  We’ve got a story for that stakeholder. Through our experience in TDM program delivery, we have worked 
with every imaginable industry and addressed commuter barriers at each. This include TDM programs with 
every employment sector from hospitals, universities, retailers, manufacturers, sales, corporate HQs, 
banks, government contractors, local/regional/county/state/federal governments, technology firms, 
casinos/entertainment facilities, to police and fire departments. We’ve developed and delivered TDM 
programs for special events including Washington DC’s cherry blossom festival to most recently the 2015 
Pan Am/Parapan Am Games in Toronto—the world’s third largest multi-sporting event in history. In fact, 
you name it—we’ve got a story. 

	
•  We are passionate about creating positive behaviors for the South Bay community and understand the 

literal blood, sweat, and tears that go into TDM programs. Our staff have been doing this for decades and 
they would not keep doing it, if it wasn’t for a real passion and realization of what success can do for the 
community. 

	
•  We are committed to the success of the South Bay and the continued relationships, partnerships, and 

momentum provided to the entire Southern California area. This program will be looked to by the local 
industry to lead-by-example and we can make that happen 

	
•  We are flexible with pace, scale, timing, and the tasks to ensure this program is successful for all parties 

involved. Developing, launching and running a pilot program will not go perfectly to script. Rather, part of 
what makes our programs successful is being able to roll with delays, expedited timelines, funding changes, 
and stakeholder turn-overs. If we can’t manage those for South Bay Cities COG, we can’t run your 
organization. 

	
•  We don’t know it all. South Bay Cities COG, business stakeholders, transportation partners, venues, and 

other stakeholders all provide voices and vision that we are ready to actively listen and create a the 
program that leverages this collective knowledge. Active listening is one of our favorite traits—our 
programs are successful because we want to participate in a dialogue not a prescription. 

	

	
	

R E P R E S E N T A T I V E P R O J E C T S 
	

With a better understanding of the firm, we’d like to introduce you to some key projects that showcase our 
capabilities. Representative projects include: 

	

P L A Y A V I S T A T M A : C O M P A S , C A L I F O R N I A 

In the past year, UrbanTrans and RideAmigos 
partnered with Playa Vista independently to provide 

their TDM expertise and services. UrbanTrans is the 
TDM program manager for Playa Vista-- a dynamic 

and growing community consisting of 9,500 
employees and 13,000 residents. The community includes some of the world’s most innovative and creative 

companies. From Facebook to Belkin to Google to Yahoo to YouTube Space to Fox Sports, Playa Vista employers rely 
on an ability to draw the best and brightest minds in their industries. The TDM programs are integral to recruiting top 

talent. UrbanTrans developed, launched and now delivers the new Transportation Management Association, which 
we branded Compass, serving all employer tenants and residents at Playa Vista. This includes employer 

programming, a highly engaged ETC network, marketing campaigns, employee engagement, and conducting the 
annual Average Vehicle Ridership survey. As a major TDM tool, UrbanTrans promotes the RideAmigos Unity platform 
and in the first six months has been able to register over 15% of the employee population in the tool. A great 

example of our team working together includes Yahoo. When Yahoo relocated to Playa Vista from Santa Monica, 
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UrbanTrans was able to update their existing internal TDM incentive programs by using the RideAmigos platform to 

manage what was previously an Excel spreadsheet—now employees can easily track trips, plan trips, and participate 
in their AQMD survey. 

	
T D M C O N S U L T I N G F O R T H E 2 0 1 5 T O R O N T O P A N A M & P A R A P A N A M E R I C A N G A M E S , O N T A R I O 
UrbanTrans led the employer TDM strategy and engagement efforts for the largest sporting event that Canada has 

ever hosted and the third largest hosted anywhere in the world. The project entailed facilitating multiple 
workshops with over 250 employers, advising on communication strategies, assisting on metrics for program 

delivery, consulting on pivot points, and developing partnerships with vital local stakeholders. It included strategies 
that focused on generating new carpools and increasing existing carpool size to ensure compliance with the 235+ 

kilometers of temporary HOV lanes (3+ during Pan Am and 2+ during Parapan Am).  The overall goal was to reduce 
background transportation by 20% using TDM strategies. 

	
	

S M A R T C O M M U T E H A L T O N , O N T A R I O 
	

Smart Commute Halton, located 45 minutes west of downtown Toronto, provides an excellent example of our 
success in developing a TDM program recruitment strategy and implementing it with clear results. UrbanTrans was 

retained by the Region of Halton in 2011, to provide member recruitment assistance for its Smart Commute program.  
In 34 months, UrbanTrans assisted the region in surpassing its funder-required member targets by recruiting 12 new 

employers (which required a legal contract) and developing custom TDM programs for each based on site 
assessments and survey results. These employers included major brands and activity centers such as: Tim Hortons 

HQ, Sheridan College, government/military contractor L3 Wescam and Morguard Property investments. Below is a 
graph that highlights the year over year increase in members to the Smart Commute Halton program. Today, we are 

still managing that TDM program however recruitment is no longer a program priority as they currently have over 
three times the number of when we began working for the organization. 
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Smart Commute Halton is also a TMA that began using the RideAmigos platform in 2014 through a contract with 
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Metrolinx—a regional funder to Smart Commute Halton. Through this experience, our staff have applied the 
RideAmigos tool in ways never imagined. 

	
	

H O W A R D H U G H E S C E N T E R ’ S H C O N T H E G O P R O G R A M , C A L I F O R N I A 
	

In recent months, UrbanTrans began to provide Howard Hughes Center with TDM consulting efforts to ensure 
compliance with LADOT site conditions. These efforts will include the facilitation of their annual survey which 

targets thousands of commuters, working with employer tenants, promoting the RideAmigos platform, providing 
the emergency ride home program, personalized travel planning, and annual events. 

	
	

B O E I N G C A M P U S T D M P L AN , W A S H I N G T O N 
	

UrbanTrans is currently providing one of the TDM industries oldest employer-based programs (Boeing) with a TDM 
plan to mitigate parking supply. This includes policy, infrastructure, programming, and marketing overhauls for their 

Renton, WA campus. The process involves UrbanTrans facilitating a specific and time-sensitive timeline in order to 
meet parking supply needs. 

	
	

S M A R T C O M M U T E B R A M P T ON - C A L E D O N , O N T A R I O 
	

The UrbanTrans team prides itself on measurable results that go beyond the minimum metrics. We understand that 

long-term program success of the pilot program relies on embracing metric systems which motivate employer 
members while creating actual behavior change.  The graph below showcases the metrics we established to do just 

that by measuring new carpool ridematching applications (Carpool Zone) for a TMA we began managing in 2008— 
Smart Commute Brampton-Caledon. Brampton and Caledon are located about 50 minutes northwest of downtown 

Toronto. This unprecedented growth also includes the regular removal of applicants who do not review their 

carpool application in a six month period (our focus was both on quantity but even more on quality carpool 
applications). This chart represents a 263% increase in program participation from the time we took over 

management in 2008. This achievement also represents the highest employee penetration rate amongst all eleven 
(11) area TMAs in carpool applicants (total employees in service area divided by total carpool applicants). It also 

represents the largest number of Carpool Zone applicants in the region (24% of the total carpool program including 
the non-TMA applicants- this would be the equivalent of all carpool applications across Southern California). 

	
	

 
	

The subsequent graph below showcases our team’s ability to transition carpool applicants into actual sustainable 
travel behavior. This graph represents the same TMA referenced above, Smart Commute Brampton-Caledon, and 
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their subsequent registered and formalized carpools. This represents a 237% increase in total carpools formed by our 

team since taking over management of the TMA in 2008. This also represents the largest number of carpools 
amongst all area TMAs. At the time, our TMA’s total carpools represented 30% of the entire regional TMA network 

which is comprised on eleven (11) TMAs. Aaron Gaul was the Executive Director of this TMA during this time period. 
 

	

 
	
	

Since Aaron Gaul relocated to the South Bay, UrbanTrans no longer manages the Smart Commute Brampton- 

Caledon project however just prior to the end of the contract-- RideAmigos became the technology vendor for the 
TMA. This was another example of when and where UrbanTrans and RideAmigos worked together on the same 

project. 
	

K E Y P E R S O N N E L 
	

The most important element of a successful consultant-managed TDM program is the people. TDM programs 

succeed and fail based on the people who deliver them. More important than our proposed scope, timeline or 
budget is the clear understanding of the human resources dedicated to ensuring South Bay TDM program’s 

development, growth, and success. UrbanTrans has specifically selected a team with a proven track-record for 
success in in consultant-managed programs. 

	
What makes our team even more unique is how we will work together. To provide laser focus and latitude of talent, 

we propose the following staffing. 
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K E Y S T A F F 
	
	

P R O G R A M D I R E C T O R 
	

Aaron Gaul, Director- UrbanTrans, will serve as a project director and oversee all elements of this project including 
strategy, execution, marketing, and innovation. His unique experience will ensure South Bay’s TDM program stands 

out locally, regionally, and internationally. He has spent his career in TDM program development/management, 
travel behavior change strategies, marketing, and innovative transportation pilot projects. Innovations include the 

world’s first employer individualized marketing pilot program in North 
America (a version of personalized travel planning), behavioral coaching 

pilot in Atlanta, segmented e-marketing across the USA, TDM for major 
sporting events and construction mitigation. With an unquenchable 

thirst for innovation and behavior change, the TDM and transit industry 
took notice and he is often invited to provide key notes at local, regional, 

national, and international conferences on travel behavior change.  His 

15 years’ experience will create efficiencies and thought-leadership 
necessary to create a program that South Bay is excited to talk about, 
hear about, and work with. 

	
As a Director for UrbanTrans, Aaron has been responsible for developing 
and delivering strategies for sustainable travel behavior in the USA, 

Canada and Australia.  Aaron encompasses the energy, creativity, and 
passion required to successfully deliver this project. Throughout his 

career, he has worked for over thirty TDM organizations and at every job 
description from outreach staff to marketing specialist to program 

manager to Executive Director. He has worked for UrbanTrans for over ten years. Before moving to South Bay, he 
was assigned to relocate to Toronto to open the UrbanTrans office and manage three TDM organizations. His success 

was highlighted in a national newspaper in the business section (see image on the right). He has also won numerous 
awards for the organizations he managed including the 2012 Brampton Outstanding Business Awards: 

Environmental Leadership for Smart Commute Brampton-Caledon and in 2013 was recognized as the first recipient 
of the Town of Caledon’s Green Business Award by the Mayor. To view one of the award presentation videos please 

visit:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7NlYbPskVM 
	

Mr. Gaul’s local accolades include the recent development and launch of Playa Vista’s brand new TMA, named 
Compass which serves major technology and creative giants such as Belkin, Yahoo, Google, YouTube, Facebook, 

Electronic Arts, USC-ICT, 72andSunny, Konami, and ICANN. He also is developing new TDM programs for Great Park 
in Irvine, Howard Hughes Center, and Century City. Finally, Aaron is AQMD ECRP and ETC certified. 

	
	

O U T R E A C H  L E AD  
	

Ma’ayan Dembo, Program Specialist, will assist with the program outreach and marketing activities. Ms. Dembo is an 
AQMD ECRP and ETC certified TDM specialist. She previously worked with Rideamigos and UrbanTrans on a TDM 

program for Santa Monica. In 2015, she led a summer challenge which incentivized commuters and employers 
across Santa Monica to participate in a mode-related challenge each month. How did she do? The project was 

awarded a SCAQMD’s 2015 Clean Air Award for: Advancement in Innovative Transportation Projects. 
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P R O G R A M A D V I S O R 
	

Joddie Gray, AICP, President, will serve as a program advisor providing big-picture guidance and organizational 
development assistance. She has over 20 years of experience in transportation planning, community development 
and travel behavior change and has worked for UrbanTrans for over twelve years. She specializes in transportation 

demand management (TDM) organizational development, planning, marketing and program implementation. Ms. 
Gray has served in a project leadership role in a wide array of transportation management projects for a diverse 
base of clients and has a reputation for facilitating effective partnerships that leverage the strengths of all 

stakeholders. Ms. Gray’s hands-on experience developing TDM programs includes over 15 feasibility studies and 
the launch of over 12 new TDM organizations. Joddie is also AQMD ECRP and ETC certified. 

	
	

M A R K E T I N G L E A D 
	

Haley Anderson, Senior Marketing Specialist, will lead the marketing and graphics development where needed on 
this project. She has designed, implemented, and assisted with dozens of successful transportation marketing 

campaigns and hundreds of outreach efforts for both domestic and international clients. As Senior Marketing 
Specialist for UrbanTrans, she has used her skills to establish public/private partnerships to promote the use of 

sustainable transportation among communities and employers. Areas of expertise include community-based social 
marketing, individualized marketing, graphic design, travel planning, community and employer engagement, 

stakeholder engagement, customer service, event planning, web and social media administration, partnership 
development, public involvement, and promotional marketing. 

	
	

E V A L U A T I O N A N D P L A N N I N G L E A D 
	

Ulla Hester, Planning Lead, will oversee all planning and evaluation for the program. Ms. Hester specializes in the 

development and evaluation of TDM behavior change programs and creation of TDM plans for developers in the LA 
region. Ms. Hester is also an expert in the role of TDM in LEED certification, Commuter Choice Tax Benefits, parking 

cash out, and other important TDM planning/policies. She also is an expert in data visualization for informed 
strategic decision making. 
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P R O J E C T W O R K P L A N 
	

The following provides a proposed scope of work for the development and management of the 
South Bay Smart Mobility 

Tool program. 
	

We have organized the tasks into three phases of organizational development: start up, growth, and maturity. 
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1. START UP PHASE 
	

Phase 1 includes the vital tasks of clarifying the scope and detailed budget, creating a dialogue, and developing a 

roadmap for success. The result will be the vital components required to start and launch the program on a solid 
foundation. 

	
	
	
	

T A S K 1 A : P R O J E C T M A N A G E M E N T A N D Q U A L I T Y A S S U R A N C E 
	

This project requires a strong relationship between our team and the South Bay Cities COG key staff. To ensure this 
lasting relationship, our team would develop a vital Project Management and Quality Assurance Memo as a primary 

step. This product will ensure clarity of expectations, maintain vital timelines, task budget, transfer valuable 
institutional knowledge, and finally ensure all project goals are met on time and on budget. Tactics we typically build 

into our Project Management memos include: 
	

•  Kick-off meeting designed to elaborate upon project goals, special 

considerations, approval processes and unique circumstances to aid in 
facilitating the project and build momentum. 

• Develop detailed budget and tasks based on discussions with the SBCCOG at 

kickoff meeting. 

•  Create Project Gantt Charts that we purposefully update on a recurring basis 

throughout the course of the project. These roadmaps will help the South Bay Cities 
COG project manager, our team, and stakeholders maintain the course. 

•  We would like to propose and schedule	“pulse check	meetings with the project manager/team that 

would ensure the project strategies are working towards and achieving the objectives, capitalizing on any 
pivot points, and update key metrics. This way we keep our eye on the prize and overcome any barriers 

efficiently. 
	
	
	
T A S K 1 B: S T R A T E G I C  P L A N N I N G  A N D  P R O G R A M W O R K P L A N 
	

We recommend starting this proposal by discussing just how big of an opportunity the 

South Bay SMT program is on a local and very possibly a national stage. Therefore to build 
the SMT program on a solid foundation, our team will invest the requisite time and 

resources to ensure longevity, flexibility, and success. 
 

SMT program management processes and strategies are difficult to quickly encapsulate into 
a brief scope of work. Successful programs are complex, dynamic, and ever-evolving 

organizations working to address worksite, activity center, special event, local, regional, and 
state transportation priorities. As such our proposed scope of services showcases elements of SMT program 

management that set our team apart and has resulted in our award-winning programs and services. UrbanTrans 
will facilitate up to five strategic planning meetings with SBCCOG staff.  These meetings will review existing/future 

project conditions analysis, opportunities/barriers, key partner informational review (such as Metro, AQMD or 
others), potential marketing strategies, resource allocations, and identify priority stakeholders for future phases. 

	
The South Bay’s SMT program focus is vital to maintaining participants’  interest and engagement . Therefore, 

UrbanTrans will develop a high-level business plan for implementation of the program. The work plan will cover a 
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one-year period and will identify how the pilot project fits into the overall South Bay Cities COG plans and objectives 
to achieve program goals. The work plan will be concise and should outline the following elements: 

	
1. Program Mission 

2. Program Long-term Goals 

3. Program Annual Objectives 
4. Program Annual Strategies 
5. Program Annual Metrics 

6. Roles and Responsibilities 
	

This format will provide a roadmap for our team, a clear scope of work for South Bay Cities COG, and incorporate 
the insight from the strategic planning efforts. The work plan will also include a SMT service menu that identifies the 

requisite tools and services that the SMT program will provide to its target audiences. One of the most important 
elements of the work plan will be the roles and responsibilities content which will outline which tactics UrbanTrans 

is responsible for and which tactics are designed for South Bay Cities COG staff and volunteers. 

 

A main deliverable of this task will be an updated and detailed Gantt chart with a long range vision for the project 
including the overall tactics and strategies. 
	

T A S K 1 C : SMT B R A N D  
	

Optional Task: 

A finalized brand will be established by our team in conjunction with the South Bay Cities COG. We understand a 

brand name has been instigated and is available to the project. We will review existing SBCCOG brands being 
used with various programs as well as those underdeveloped. We are happy to utilize existing brand or 
facilitate the development of a new brand. As needed upon request UrbanTrans would conduct a branding exercise 

to develop a brand name, logo and other vital assets such brand standards and presentation templates. Branding 
clarifies who an organization is by developing communication assets which intersect with the program’s offerings 

and experience. For over 13 years, our team has successfully created lasting statewide, regional, and community- 
based TDM brands each of which resulted in a memorable identity that the target audience respects. 
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2. GROWTH PHASE 
	

Phase 2 will begin immediately after the program launch and will be designed to provide consulting assistance to 

South Bay Cities COG where needed. The following section outlines what that might include. These are not the final strategies, 
but rather potential strategies that are identified and included in Phase 1 as well as examples of UrbanTrans’ staff successfully 
implementing these type of strategies in other markets for transportation. 
	

T A S K 2 A : SMT P R O G R A M M A N A G E M E N T 
	

The South Bay SMT program’s work plan will identify key tactics to successfully manage the program. The work plan will 
outline the details to specifically deliver the Rideamigos tool, change moments, and special events for SMT programming. 

However, after the launch, the program will immediately need to move into a management phase 
that is designed to maximize resources for growth. Activities we would likely conduct during this phase would include: 

	
Implementation of Work Plan.  
Implementation is priority number one and the Phase 1 work plan document 

will outline the priorities and tactics to ensure the pilot program is successfully 
delivered and can learn from its innovation. Our team will execute our portion of 

the work plan. As a primary step of the implementation, our team would 
coordinate a brand launch. This will be designed to generate awareness and 

interest in the program. The nature of this launch would be based on the 
strategic planning results. This could include hosting of a major photo- op with 

key stakeholders. Our team has extensive experience in coordinating and 
delivering similar “ribbon cutting” type events including Aaron Gaul’s launch of 

Minnesota DOT’s statewide TDM brand in 2008 which included a multi-city 
launch event strategy (as pictured on the right). After the launch, our team will 

implement the Phase 1 workplan which may include tactics as discussed in the 
remainder of this document.  They are potential strategies only, meant to 

showcase the types of actions we will need to perform for the pilot program. 

	
• RideAmigos Tool Monitoring and Maintenance. The Rideamigos Unity system requires consistent spot checking 

and testing to ensure GTFS files are maintained, application quality control, and where needed functionality 

tweaks. Our team will provide support and train for monitoring and maintenance  on-going throughout the 
Growth Phase. 

	
• Stakeholder Meetings. Each employer, university, real-estate broker, event center, chamber, visitors bureau, 

venue, and other priority stakeholder requires unique approaches for true transportation behavior change. Our 
team will meet with priority stakeholders to implement the program. These meetings will create engagement 

with the stakeholder partner, focus this pilot program’s finite resources to the best of their ability, and create 
measurable goals to achieve. Through this process, our team will meet with priority stakeholders based on 

future criteria such as change moments, audience size, opportunity, location, and other 

variables that will inform their individual. 
 

• Monthly Program Statistics Update. Information is power, especially for a program of this magnitude. 
Our team will provide the South Bay Cities COG staff with monthly updates on the plan’s implementation, 

program participation, behavior change metrics, program impacts and positive benefits. This simple and 
reoccurring effort will ensure the COG has continued metrics to measure program growth and success. 
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• Event Management and Delivery. Efficient and effective delivery of the pilot program relies on leveraging 

existing regionally developed marketing events and maximizing custom developed events/campaigns. Not all 

employers and other stakeholders will utilize the annual regional campaigns—such as Bike to Work Week/Day, 

Clean Air Month, and California Rideshare Week, but by providing access to events throughout the calendar 
year, we ensure each participant can participate in an event that is convenient and relevant to their specific 
needs. Based on regional campaign dates and local custom opportunities, our team will determine outreach 
schedule and maintain an events calendar of when materials should be distributed, incentives offered, modes 
of transportation promoted, and lobby or break room events set up, etc. 

• Transportation Infrastructure Updates and Outreach. Transportation infrastructure throughout the South 
Bay and Southern California will be changing during this contract as the new development continues, the 

EXPO extension launches, technological advances to transportation, road construction/closures, and major 
special events alter existing infrastructure. Our staff will host informational sessions as needed to inform 

stakeholders on transportation changes and provide informational items as needed regarding revisions. 

	
• Stakeholder Recruitment and Marketing.  An important way to build program awareness within the business 

community and to obtain referrals for new participants is through the development of a program partnership. 

UrbanTrans has been instrumental in creating a variety of effective public-private partnerships that helped spur 
regional awareness of the importance of using alternative commuting options to achieve environmental, quality 

of life, and mobility goals and led to the increase in the number of participants. These stakeholders will include special 
events, employers, real-estate. There are several ways for the business community to advocate for participation on 

behalf of an alternative commute program including establishing a committee of a local chamber of commerce 
to serve as a host for information and program activities, use a local business leader to be a spokesperson for 

the program or to establish a business led campaign to encourage employer participation. Especially with the 
existing South Bay Cities COG employer partnership programs and the existing AQMD requirements for 

employers with over 250 employees, our team can help leverage existing demand through recruitment 
prioritization and service. 

	

	
We have found that working with both the local chambers of commerce and the local chapters of the Society 
for Human Resource Management (SHRM) and other organizations that business leaders trust have been 

effective in developing long lasting partnerships to gain local employer support. We will develop a 
presentation to use at the appropriate meetings of both organizations to begin the process of developing a 

long-term partnership. Deliverables for this task will include a mini-recruitment plan to prioritize and achieve 
recruitment goals. 

 
Upon successfully partnering with stakeholders, UrbanTrans will deploy appropriate marketing strategies and 

support to achieve the work plan’s goals. This work could include the development and delivery of some, all or 
none of the following potential marketing elements and tools.  

	
T A S K 2 B : M A R K E T I N G E L E M E N T S A N D T O O L S 

	
South Bay SMT Toolkit. Our team has found incredible efficiencies in the 
development and maintenance of toolkit materials. The idea being that an effective 
SMT brand can create an umbrella kit with customizable content pieces that vary 
amongst the target audiences such as: employers, event centers, chambers, venues, 

universities, real-estate agents, press, advisory committee, clients, and others. The 
customizable content is also where our team has years of experience and insight 
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from employer plans, residential outreach assets, special events, media releases, 
annual reports, and other create marketing assets. 
	

Also, content that reaches sub-audiences at scientifically proven “change moments” 
such as new orientation kits, new resident kits, event season calendars, and other 

moments are the types of valuable content we would build for the pilot project. 
	
	

T A S K 2 C : C A M P A I G N S A N D O U T R E A C H E V E N T S 
	

The strategic planning will dictate the actual campaigns and outreach events. These will target the change moments 

and special events. Considering these will be heavily informed by local variables, the following are potential campaign 
ideas. They also showcase the breadth of campaign mediums from electronic to in-person to print to events. 

 
	

O N B O A R D W I T H S O U T H B A Y  
	

Our team knows the big behavior changes come from the “change moments” 

and the new employee onboarding process is one of the most available and 
important moments. As such we’d recommend developing a personalized trip 
planning process that targets new employees during their onboarding. We’ve 
done this in other geographies (Atlanta’s Airport is the example on the right, 

branded Smooth Landings for new airport employees) and have experienced 
measurable success. New hire orientations happen constantly in South Bay and 
provide a meaningful opportunity to provide employees with a 
commute choice that works best for them. Our staff could develop a ‘Onboard” branded welcome kit with a call to action 
and useful, memorable pieces of information. New employees and residents will also be directed to go to a specific page on 

the website to find out more about additional benefits and request a personalized trip plan. Our staff will be able to track 
the traffic to this webpage and try various marketing strategies to engage the highest number of new employees. 

 
	

I L L U S T R A T E T H E P O I N T 
	

The ability to effectively reach the target audience at the proven “change moments” 
has changed the way push-marketing should happen. We simply can’t just set up 

tables in lobbies and push out the various transportation information. Rather we 
need to have highly- engaging content available and in the format of the target 

audience. 
	

One such avenue would be to create a custom illustrated video that explains the 

program’s benefits and services to employees, students, residents, and/or visitors. 
By creating an approachable visual (live hand-drawn illustrations) and distributing it 

at key moments (new employee onboarding, new residents, and/or visitor websites) 
we can create more effective program uptake. 

M O D A L S P E C I F I C M A R K E T I N G 
	

Creating branded and memorable mode-specific campaigns allows the program to focus on a single realistic and 
under-utilized mode. The addition of guerrilla marketing and exciting incentives is where these branded modal 

campaigns really catch fire. 
	

Our team has developed similar successful branded modal campaigns for other clients. Samples below include 
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recent campaign concepts for modal campaigns serving Atlanta’s airport area.  These are only samples and are meant to 
showcase the types of marketing mediums for transportation behavior change we can provide. 

 
	
	

Example guerrilla marketing efforts for the More Parks. Less Parking campaign included the setup of actual sodded 

parks in the employers’	parking lot. Spots often use an executive team members spot or reserved carpool spots. 
Outreach included bocce ball and access to personalized trip plans. Note: with the ongoing drought in SoCal, we 
know this idea might not make sense, but concept and type of outreach should apply. 
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Should a key strategy and/or product for the project require 
reported trip behaviors, we also have extensive experience in 

generating memorable and demographic-based messaging. 
For example in Atlantic Station (a national model for mixed-

used and sustainable growth in Atlanta GA), we developed a 
fun and desirable outreach strategy to reach the Millennial 

generation that works at the site. As shown on the right, this 
campaign mixed the social hour with the learning 

opportunity. We will be piloting a partnership with Uber on 
safe rides home from the mixer event. 

	
As stated with the More Parks Less Parking example, this 
example may not be something the South Bay Cities COG is 

comfortable with but we did want to showcase our ability to 
create memorable and enticing brand experiences for our 

target markets. 
	
	

E L E C T R O N I C M A R K E T I N G 
	

Electronic marketing could be employed to help achieve 
goals established in the annual work plan. This strategy will target demographics most likely to utilize technology, 

mobile information, and social networking sites. Our team will facilitate the development of account content, 

identify metrics for usage, and manage all social media and electronic marketing content. E-marketing strategies 
will be finalized in the work plan but to showcase our team’s expertise we would focus on providing the following: 

	
•  Website development and maintenance: Our team will develop and host mobile-responsive web content 

targeted towards the South Bay market. Content will be updated based on the guidance of the annual plan. 

	
•  Development of a special event venue mobility map using our Walkabout tool to showcase the 

transportation assets with proximity to the end-user. Walkabout technology allows the South Bay program 
to create a Google map with customized transportation information based on time. 

	
•  Segmented marketing outreach: tailored to the audience based on location and other demographic factors. 

Ongoing follow-up electronic outreach will be conducted to individuals participating in programs. 
	

	
•  Social media campaigns with targeted messages that appeal to the target audience. Based on a review of 

best practices of social media platforms and demographics, our team will strategically use Facebook, 

Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram to target Millennials and other key demographics. The strength to our 
social media strategy is understanding which platforms are most frequented by which demographics and 

how to engage accordingly based on time-of-day and day-of-week analysis, as well as type of content 
generation for each platform. Our team’s knowledge will ensure our social media efforts are both efficient 

and effective. While our target audiences’ lives become more and more tied to technology for 
communication and access to information, their instinctual desire to connect with real humans often goes 

unfulfilled. This is why our social media messages will help leverage technology while also humanizing the 
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brand. Thus creating a valuable and more individualized relationship with the target audience. Suggested 
content and communications may include: 

	
o Putting a Face to the South Bay Commute: we will create a mini-series of the faces behind the 

names of our commuter champions. Faces would include commuters that have recently changed 

behavior and have a relatable positive story to tell (i.e. NOT that super commuter that would be 
riding their bike with or without us but perhaps the commuter who started biking twice a week 
and has lost 20 pounds in the process or the family that took the bus to the farmer’s market), 

award-winning ETC champions, and other vital stakeholders working to make transportation 
better in the area. This may be a bi-weekly or monthly installment that will require a professional 
picture, a brief interview, and a few key strokes. We will be sure to put effort in making these 
leaders shine in their image, as we want the face behind the program to be one they can relate to, 

look up to, and/or recognize. 

	
o #POTD: Social media platforms are becoming less about the number of characters and about a 

fantastic visual. That’s where we can leverage #POTD or #photooftheday as a great way to generate 
content that succeeds on social media platforms. Imagery will be designed to showcase the 
positive side of the behaviors and overall experience. By focusing on developing visually appealing 

imagery, our content will help interested SOV commuters understand the other modes, their 
experiential benefits, and offer another nudge in that process of changing behaviors. Social media 
marketing will focus on attracting the choice riders that are looking for a better way to use their 

time and get to work. One such image based focus will be on highlighting the benefits to transit 
usage via assets such as what you can do instead of driving while on all trains and buses, real-time 
technology tools to ease the commute, etc. Through direct engagement on social media, we will 
encourage our audience to generate their own content to help extrapolate the impact. 

	
o #Hashtags: We will leverage hashtags that are trending locally/nationally as an obvious way to 

obtain new engagement by bridging trending topics to our services. We do not plan to try to 
develop our own hashtag and get it to trend due to the resources required, however if the perfect 
opportunity arrives we will be prepared accordingly. 

	
o Byte-sized Data Chunks: Content for social media lives on the premise of “less is more”. It also 

lives on the premise of providing users with access to a ton of information in one streamlined 
experience. We will bridge these two elements by highlighting commuter social norms and 
interesting data/stats that come from our programs metrics and survey.  Coupled with branded 
graphic visualizations, our metrics now become effective “bit sized” content that can help change 
transportation behavior while also reinforcing the programs value to our stakeholders and 
partners. 

	
o Campaign Marketing Support: overall seasonal marketing campaign support to include regional 

promotions, local initiatives, and national events. 
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3. MATURITY PHASE 
	

T A S K 3 : L O N G R A N G E S T R A T E G I C P L A N 
	

Based on our team’s experience, we would recommend hosting a Strategic Planning session at the end of the work 

plan. This will allow the consultant team to best implement strategies, ID opportunities/barriers, showcase 
successes and address new priorities. 

	
This phase will also allow the South Bay Cities COG ample time to identify the possibilities and new prospects for the 

program by getting to know the breadth and depth of the consultant team capabilities. Our team has facilitated 
dozens of strategic planning exercises and can ensure a cohesive plan that is also most importantly something that is 

implementable. 
	

Depending on the results of the pilot program, this strategic planning effort may be used to show how to transition 

delivery to another entity such as Metro, continue as a program of South Bay Cities COG, or discontinue thus 
completing the pilot project. After the planning session and if necessary, our team would develop a long-range 

strategic plan for implementation and identify funding sources such as grants, member dues, fee-for-service 
revenues, developer fees, and other opportunities.  Our team would use best practices, lessons learned, and 

existing opportunities to advise the South Bay Cities COG on realistic funding opportunities and assist in their 
exploration. 

	
Finally,	a	lessons	learned	document		will	be	developed	showcasing	the	pilot	program’s		analytics	and	
include	how	to	transition	the	pilot	program	if	it		is	deemed		successful.



	

	
	

C O S T P R O P O S A L 
	

Below you will find the proposed fee schedule which is purposefully phased to allow incremental implementation. 
	

We have broken down the budget by phase.  These do not include direct expenses such as printing, incentives, or marketing materials.  
	

Phase	1:	Start	Up			
$7,500	

Optional:	Additional	$1,500	for	brand	development	
	
Phase	2:	Growth	
$37,100	
	
Phase	3:	Maturity	
$5,400	
	
Total	Not	To	Exceed:	$51,500	
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H I G H L E V E L T I M E L I N E 
	

Developing, launching and delivering a SMT program requires an ability to manage processes and timelines in order to meet deadlines, deliver products, and 
provide value. That is why the Gantt chart is our team’s best friend it will be updated and used throughout the project. To help estimate this projects timelines 

we’ve developed the following. Some tasks are ongoing and thus would require individual charts and timelines if awarded the project. This  timeline assumes a 
start-date on March 1, 2016 and ending April 30, 2017.  Total project timeline is 15 months. 
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 
 

 
 This Professional Services Agreement (“Agreement”) is made as of (DATE) by and 
between the South Bay Cities Council of Governments, a California joint powers authority 
("SBCCOG") and UrbanTrans Consultants Inc. ("Consultant"). 

	
R E C I T A L S 

  
 A.  SBCCOG desires to utilize the services of Consultant as an independent 
contractor to provide specified professional services to SBCCOG as set forth in Exhibit A, to 
assist the SBCCOG’s member agencies to deliver a pilot South Bay Smart Mobility tool as 
described in Exhibit A.  
 
 B.  The goal of this program is to market and implement the South Bay Smart 
Mobility Tool to reduce single-occupant vehicle travel throughout the South Bay and as 
explained in Exhibit A.  
 
 C.  Consultant represents that it is fully qualified to perform consulting services by 
virtue of its experience and the training, education, and expertise of its principals and 
employees.  
  
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of performance by the parties of the covenants and 
conditions herein contained, the parties hereto agree as follows:  
  
 1.  Services.      
  
 1.1  The nature and scope of the specific services to be performed by Consultant 
are as described in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.    
  
 1.2  SBCCOG agrees to conduct its best effort to assist with the success of the 
program and understands that the Consultant assumes full responsibility to manage and 
produce the program.  
   
 1.3  SBCCOG and participating agencies shall provide all relevant documentation 
in their possession to the Consultant upon request in order to minimize duplication of efforts.  
The SBCCOG staff shall work with the Consultant as necessary to facilitate performance of 
the services.  
  
  2.  Term of Agreement.  This Contract shall take effect March 1, 2016 and shall 
continue until February 28, 2017 unless earlier terminated pursuant to the provisions of 
paragraph 14 herein.  The term of this Agreement may be extended by mutual agreement 
of the parties as may be necessary or desirable to carry out its purposes.	 	
  
 3.  Compensation.  SBCCOG shall pay for services based on the not to exceed 
budget of $51,500 as itemized in Exhibit A. 
 
 4.  Terms of Payment.  Consultant shall submit monthly invoices for services 
rendered and for reimbursable expenses incurred. The invoice should include: an invoice 
number, the dates covered by the invoice, the hours expended and a summary of the work 
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performed.  SBCCOG shall pay the invoices within sixty (60) days of receipt. 
    
  5.  Parties’ Representatives. Jacki Bacharach shall serve as the SBCCOG’s 
representative for the administration of the project.  All activities performed by the 
Consultant shall be coordinated with this person. Aaron Gaul shall be in charge of the project 
for the Consultant on all matters relating to this Agreement and any agreement or approval 
made by him shall be binding on the Consultant. This person shall not be replaced without 
the written consent of the SBCCOG.  
  
 6.  Addresses.  
  

SBCCOG:   
South Bay Cities Council of Governments        
20285 S. Western Ave., Suite 100 
Torrance, CA 90501 
Attention: Jacki Bacharach, Executive Director  
   
 Consultant:  
	 UrbanTrans North America 
222 N. Sepulveda Blvd. Ste 2000 
El Segundo, CA 90245  
 Attention:  Aaron Gaul   

  
 7.  Status as Independent Contractor.  
  
 A.  Consultant is, and shall at all times remain as to SBCCOG, a wholly 
independent contractor.  Consultant shall have no power to incur any debt, obligation, or 
liability on behalf of SBCCOG or any participating agency or otherwise act on behalf of 
SBCCOG or any participating agency as an agent except as specifically provided in the 
Scope of Services.  Neither SBCCOG nor any of its agents shall have control over the 
conduct of Consultant or any of Consultant's employees, except as set forth in this 
Agreement.  Consultant shall not, at any time, or in any manner, represent that it or any of 
its agents or employees are in any manner employees of SBCCOG.  
  
 B.  Consultant shall fully comply with the workers' compensation law regarding 
Consultant and Consultant's employees.  Consultant further agrees to indemnify and hold 
SBCCOG harmless from any failure of Consultant to comply with applicable worker's 
compensation laws.    
  
 8.  Standard of Performance.  Consultant shall perform all work at the 
standard of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the profession under similar 
conditions.  
  
 9.  Indemnification.  Consultant agrees to indemnify the SBCCOG and 
participating public agencies, their respective officers, staff consultants, agents, volunteers, 
employees, and attorneys against, and will hold and save them and each of them harmless 
from, and all actions, claims, damages to persons or property, penalties, obligations, or 
liabilities that may be asserted or claimed by any person, firm, entity, corporation, political 
subdivision or other organization arising out of the acts, errors or omissions of Consultant, its 
agents, employees, subcontractors, or invitees, including each person or entity responsible 
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for the provision of services hereunder, except for liability resulting from the sole negligence 
or wrongful acts of the SBCCOG or a participating agency.   
 
 10.  Insurance.  Consultant shall at all times during the term of this Agreement 
carry, maintain, and keep in full force and effect, with an insurance company admitted to do 
business in California and approved by the SBCCOG (1) a policy or policies of broad-form 
comprehensive general liability insurance with minimum limits of $1,000,000.00 combined 
single limit coverage against any injury, death, loss or damage as a result of wrongful or 
negligent acts by Consultant, its officers, employees, agents, and independent contractors 
in performance of services under this Agreement; (2) property damage insurance with a 
minimum limit of $1,000,000.00; (3) automotive liability insurance, with minimum combined 
single limits coverage of $500,000.00; and (4) worker's compensation insurance with a 
minimum limit of $500,000.00 or the amount required by law, whichever is greater.  
SBCCOG and participating public agencies, their respective officers, employees, attorneys, 
staff consultants, and volunteers shall be named as additional insureds on the policy (ies) 
as to comprehensive general liability, property damage, and automotive liability. The policy 
(ies) as to comprehensive general liability, property damage, and automobile liability shall 
provide that they are primary, and that any insurance maintained by the SBCCOG shall be 
excess insurance only. 
 
 A.  All insurance policies shall provide that the insurance coverage shall not be 
non-renewed, canceled, reduced, or otherwise modified (except through the addition of 
additional insureds to the policy) by the insurance carrier without the insurance carrier giving 
SBCCOG thirty (30) day's prior written notice thereof.  Consultant agrees that it will not 
cancel, reduce or otherwise modify the insurance coverage.  
  
 B.  All policies of insurance shall cover the obligations of Consultant pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement; shall be issued by an insurance company which is admitted to 
do business in the State of California or which is approved in writing by the SBCCOG; and 
shall be placed with a current A.M. Best's rating of no less that A VII.  
  
 C.  Consultant shall submit to SBCCOG (1) insurance certificates indicating 
compliance with the minimum worker's compensation insurance requirements above, and 
(2) insurance policy endorsements indicating compliance with all other minimum insurance 
requirements above, not less than one (1) day prior to beginning of performance under this 
Agreement.  Endorsements shall be executed on SBCCOG's appropriate standard forms 
entitled "Additional Insured Endorsement", or a substantially similar form, which the 
SBCCOG has agreed in writing to accept.  
  
  11.  Confidentiality.  Parties agree to preserve as confidential all Confidential 
Information that has been or will be provided to each other.   
  
 12.  Ownership of Materials.  All materials provided by Consultant in the 
performance of this Agreement shall be and remain the property of SBCCOG and its partner 
organizations without restriction or limitation upon their use or dissemination by SBCCOG.  
The Consultant will retain non-exclusive perpetual rights to the use of material developed 
under this contract.   
  
 13.  Conflict of Interest.  It is understood and acknowledged that Consultant will 
serve as an agent of the SBCCOG and the participating agencies for the limited purpose of 
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implementation of this project.    
  
 14.  Termination.  Either party may terminate this Agreement without cause upon 
fifteen (15) days' written notice to the other party.  The effective date of termination shall be 
upon the date specified in the notice of termination, or, in the event no date is specified, upon 
the fifteenth (15th) day following delivery of the notice. Immediately upon receiving written 
notice of termination, Consultant shall discontinue performing services.  Should the 
Agreement be breached in any manner, the non-breaching party may, at its option, terminate 
the Agreement not less than five (5) days after written notification is received by the 
breaching party to remedy the violation within the stated time or within any other time period 
agreed to by the parties.	   
	 	 	 	
 15.  Personnel.  Consultant represents that it has, or will secure at its own 
expense, all personnel required to perform the services under this Agreement.  All of the 
services required under this Agreement will be performed by Consultant or under it 
supervision, and all personnel engaged in the work shall be qualified to perform such 
services.  Consultant reserves the right to determine the assignment of its own employees 
to the performance of Consultant’s services under this Agreement, but SBCCOG reserves 
the right, for good cause, to require Consultant to exclude any employee from performing 
services on SBCCOG's premises.  
  
 16. Non-Discrimination and Equal Employment Opportunity.  
  
 A.  Consultant shall not discriminate as to race, color, creed, religion, sex, marital 
status, national origin, ancestry, age, physical or mental handicap, medical condition, or 
sexual orientation, in the performance of its services and duties pursuant to this Agreement, 
and will comply with all rules and regulations of SBCCOG relating thereto. Such 
nondiscrimination shall include but not be limited to the following: employment, upgrading, 
demotion, transfers, recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay 
or other forms of compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship.  
  
 B.  Consultant will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by 
or on behalf of Consultant state either that it is an equal opportunity employer or that all 
qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, 
creed, religion, sex, marital status, national origin, ancestry, age, physical or mental 
handicap, medical condition, or sexual orientation.  
  
 17.  Assignment.  Consultant shall not assign or transfer any interest in this 
Agreement nor the performance of any of Consultant's obligations hereunder, without the 
prior written consent of SBCCOG, and any attempt by Consultant to so assign this 
Agreement or any rights, duties, or obligations arising hereunder shall be void and of no 
effect.  
  
 18.  Compliance with Laws.  Consultant shall comply with all applicable laws, 
ordinances, codes and regulations of the federal, state, and local governments. Each party is 
responsible for paying its own all federal and state income taxes, including estimated taxes, 
and all other government taxes, assessments and fees incurred as a result of his/her 
performance under this Agreement and the compensation paid by or through this Agreement 
 
 19.  Non-Waiver of Terms, Rights and Remedies.  Waiver by either party of 
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any one or more of the conditions of performance under this Agreement shall not be a waiver 
of any other condition of performance under this Agreement.  In no event shall the making 
by SBCCOG of any payment to Consultant constitute or be construed as a waiver by 
SBCCOG of any breach of covenant, or any default which may then exist on the part of 
Consultant, and the making of any such payment by SBCCOG shall in no way impair or 
prejudice any right or remedy available to SBCCOG with regard to such breach or default.  
	 	 	
 20.     Resolving Disputes.  If a dispute arises under this Agreement, prior to 
instituting litigation the parties agree to first try to resolve the dispute with the help of a 
mutually agreed-upon mediator in California.  Any costs and fees other than attorney fees 
associated with the mediation shall be shared equally by the parties.  
 
	
 21.    Severability.  If any part of this Agreement is held unenforceable, the rest 
of the Agreement will continue in effect provided that the principal purposes of the parties are 
not thereby frustrated.    
  
 22.    Notices.  Any notices required to be given under this Agreement by either 
party to the other may be affected by any of the following means: by electronic 
correspondence (email), by personal delivery in writing by mail, registered or certified, 
postage prepaid with return receipt requested.  Mailed notices must be addressed to the 
parties at the addresses appearing in the introductory paragraph of this Agreement, but each 
party may change the address by giving written or electronic notice in accordance with this 
paragraph.  Notices delivered personally will be deemed communicated as of actual 
receipt; mailed notices will be deemed communicated as of the day of receipt or the fifth day 
after mailing, whichever occurs first.  Electronic notices are deemed communicated as of 
actual time and date of receipt. Any electronic notices must specify an automated reply 
function that the email was received.  The email addresses for each party are as follows:  
  
 Jacki Bacharach – jacki@southbaycities.org  
 Aaron Gaul – gaula@urbantrans.com    
  
 23.  Governing Law.  This Contract shall be interpreted, construed and enforced 
in accordance with the laws of the State of California.  
  
 24.  Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in any number of 
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be the original, and all of which together 
shall constitute one and the same instrument.  
  
 25.  Entire Agreement.  This Agreement, and any other documents incorporated 
herein by specific reference, represents the entire and integrated agreement between 
Consultant and SBCCOG.  This Agreement supersedes all prior oral or written negotiations, 
representations or agreements.  This Agreement may not be amended, nor any provision or 
breach hereof waived, except in a writing signed by the parties which expressly refers to this 
Agreement.  Amendments on behalf of the SBCCOG will only be valid if signed by the 
SBCCOG Executive Director or the Chairman of the Board and attested by the SBCCOG 
Secretary.  
  
 26. Exhibits.  All exhibits referred to in this Agreement are incorporated herein by 
this reference.  
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 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first 
written above.  
    
"SBCCOG"  
South Bay Cities Council of Governments  
  
By:   _________________________________   
 James Gazeley   
       
Title: SBCCOG Chair 
  
Date: __________________________ ______ 
  
Attest: ________________________________  

SBCCOG Secretary  
  
“Consultant”    
UrbanTrans Consultants Inc. 
 
By:   _________________________________   
 Aaron Gaul  
 
Title: Director  
  
Date: __________________________________  
Exhibit	A	–	Scope	of	Work	&	Budget	
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